
SPA  &  WELLNESS



CAREERS

COSMETOLOGIST HAIR & NAILS

SCHOOLING  1500 HOURS   COST AVG $17,500

WAGE- EMPLOYEE $10-$18 HOUR 

CLIENTS ARE PROVIDED FOR YOU & YOU HAVE 
REGULAR HOURS DAILY

WAGE- SELF EMPLOYED AVG $15-$30 HOUR     

YOU MUST FIND YOUR OWN CLIENTS  

HOURS BASED ON NUMBER OF CLIENTS DAILY 

IRREGULAR HOURS

BASIC AESTHETICIAN

SCHOOLING 600 HOURS  COST AVG $9,400

WAGE- EMPLOYEE $10-$15 HOUR  

CLIENTS ARE PROVIDED FOR YOU 

REGULAR HOURS DAILY 

WAGE- SELF EMPLOYED AVG $15-$20 HOUR 

YOU MUST FIND YOUR OWN CLIENTS 

HOURS BASED ON NUMBER OF CLIENTS DAILY 

IRREGULAR HOURS

MASTER AESTHETICIAN

SCHOOLING 1200 HOURS COST AVG $17,200

WAGE- EMPLOYEE $15-25 HOUR

CLIENTS ARE PROVIDED FOR YOU

REGULAR HOURS DAILY 

WAGE-SELF EMPLOYED AVG $25-$50 HOUR

YOU MUST FIND YOUR OWN CLIENTS

HOURS BASED ON NUMBER OF CLIENTS DAILY

IRREGULAR HOURS



COSMETOLOGIST

HAIR SYLIST

◦ CUT & SYLE HAIR FOR MEN, WOMEN AND KIDS

◦ Learn different styles of hair cuts, especially the current look.  May use scissors, razors, trimmer, thinning shears

◦ Must be proficient with keeping the hair cut consistent each time they come in, they like to keep the same look

◦ Must be proficient at looking at pictures brought in and replicating that style for the person

◦ ALL OVER HAIR COLOR, HIGHLIGHTS, BALAYAGE, OMBRE’ 

◦ Technique that adds color, tint, and can merge them for a really pretty gradation from darker to lighter 

◦ Color can be permanent  which lasts a long time or demi meaning only lasts a few washes and then fades

◦ Color gray hair, or add color ranging from blonde, brown, pink or rainbow

◦ WEAVES &  EXTENTIONS

◦ Gives the look of longer hair for those people with shorter hair. 

◦ Several different techniques that are needed to be proficient at to give a natural look 

◦ Needs to be maintained on a regular basis because they “grow out” with the hair and become noticeable



HAIR CUTS FOR WOMEN, MEN & KIDS



HAIR 
STYLING



HAIR COLOR



BALAYAGE  &  OMBR’ 



HAIR EXTENSIONS



COSMETOLOGIST / AESTHETICIAN

NAILS

◦ FINGER AND TOE NAILS FOR WOMEN, MEN AND KIDS

◦ Learn different styles of Nails, especially the current looks and styles. 

◦ Must be proficient at looking at pictures brought in and replicating that style for the person, people like to change their nail color and art often

◦ NATURAL, GEL & ACRYLIC

◦ Techniques that adds color can merge for a really pretty gradation from darker to lighter or all different shades of color

◦ Natural trims and can be a clear or colored polish. Doesn’t last very long

◦ Gel uses a UV light to set and harden the gel for a semi lasting nail

◦ Acrylic uses special coating to form a ridged hard nail that lasts a long time. Harder to remove

◦ NAIL ART

◦ Gives the look of longer hair for those people with shorter hair. 

◦ Several different techniques are needed to be proficient at to give different nail shapes, and pictures painted, drawn on or embossed on the 
nails. Usually is changed often



FINGER & TOE 
NAILS



COSMETOLOGIST / AESTHETICIAN

LASHES
◦ LASH LIFT  (PERMING FOR ULTIMATE CURL) 

◦ Techniques that adds lift and curl to natural lashes.  Perming technique.  Lashes can be tinted darker as well

◦ Must be proficient in watching for reactions to chemicals used to perm the lashes

◦ Lasts between 4-6 weeks

◦ LASH EXTENSIONS (Longer Lashes)

◦ Add hair-like lashes to existing natural lashes for longer for those people with shorter lashes. 

◦ Several different techniques are needed to be proficient to give natural look.

◦ Some want medium to very long lashes

◦ Must watch for reactions to reactions to the glue used to adhere lashes. Must keep glue out of clients eyes. 



EYELASH LIFTING (PERMING) & TINTING



EYELASH EXTENTIONS



BASIC  AESTHETICIAN
◦ FACIALS AND BASIC SKIN CARE

◦ Learn different facial skin concerns and how best to treat each type of skin such as oily, dry, acne, wrinkles, fine lines, age spots, 
pigment, milia, cysts etc. 

◦ Cleanse, exfoliate, serums and moisturizers.  Learn the proper techniques for facials

◦ Must be proficient at learning skin reactions to products and skin diseases and concerns

◦ WAXING FOR HAIR REMOVAL & TINTING BROWS

◦ Technique for removing unwanted hair, usually on the basic body parts face, eyebrows, underarms, legs etc. 

◦ Must be proficient at waxing body parts without damaging or burning the skin 

◦ Learn to tint, wax and shape eye brows

◦ BASIC MACHINES & PEELS

◦ Learn to use basic machines on the skin such as Microdermabrasion, LED light therapy, Ultrasonic, High Frequency

◦ Basic Chemical Peels - Must watch for reactions in the skin so as not to cause chemical burns to the skin and cause damage

◦ Learn how often to have the client come back for each treatment for optimal results



SKIN CARE FACIAL                                                                    WAXING

LEARN PROPER SKIN CARE, TREATMENTS 
& PRODUCTS FOR EVERY SKIN TONE



MICRODERMABRASION

LED LIGHT THERAPY

HIGH FREQUENCY

BASIC MACHINES



MASTER  AESTHETICIAN
◦ ADVANCED SKIN CARE

◦ Learn advanced facial skin care and how best to treat each type of skin such as oily, dry, acne, wrinkles, fine lines, age spots, 
pigment, milia, cysts etc. 

◦ Must be proficient at learning skin reactions to more advanced and stronger chemicals in products and how they interact with each 
other.  Some products can be very strong and used only under a medical director 

◦ ADVANCED WAXING and LASER FOR HAIR REMOVAL

◦ Must be proficient at waxing all body parts without damaging or burning the skin and usually at a fast pace

◦ Laser Hair Removal. Must be trained to use the machine and it’s protocols so not harm the client or damage their skin

◦ ADVANCED MACHINES & ADVANCED PEELS

◦ Learn to use advanced machines on the skin such as Microdermabrasion followed by a peel, acne treatments, Microcurrent/BioLift,  
High Frequency for acne, Microneedling, Dermaplaning, Skin tags etc. IPL machines for pigment lifting and removal

◦ Advanced Chemical Peels - Must watch for reactions, some can be quite severe in the skin so as not to cause chemical burns to the 
skin and cause damage

◦ Learn how often to have the client come back for each treatment for optimal results



ADVANCED MACHINES / TREATMENTS

MICRONEEDLING

LASER HAIR REMOVAL

DERMAPLANING

MICROCURRENT 
BIO LIFT

CHEMICAL PEEL


